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Victory for the
Bob Marshall
Wilderness

Montanans utilized
all democratic avenues
to Save The Bob'
from any oil and gas exploration,

FOREVER
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Editorial
Energy pioneers
save Montana’s resources

You don’t hear much about it, but
renewable energy development in Mon
tana is thriving. Fran crude solar
collectors to geodesic demes, renew
able energy provides energy savings,
and above all, pocketbook savings.
Geothermal, wind, gasohol, bio
mass and solar are all forms of re
newable energy that reduce this coun
try's dependence on foreign oil. Geo
thermal (see separate story) and wind
power can turn electrical turbines.
Gasohol—a mixture of 10 percent grain
derived alcohol and 90 percent petro
lean—can be poured into your gas tank
or used to power farm equipment. Bio
mass, which is any organic product
ranging from raw sewage and hog waste
to crop residues and kitchen scraps,
can produce methane gas or gio-gas.
Solar energy can be converted to
either electrical energy through the
use of photovoltaic silicon cells or
heat energy through some type of col
lection device.
To give an indication of the
scope and creativity of renewable
energy development in Montana, con
sider the following. (All of this
information was taken from my senior
thesis which looked at renewable
energy coverage by the Billings Gaz
ette, the Great Falls Tribune and
the Missoulian in 1980.)
Dave Kaercher of Polson crafted
a large black polyethylene bag and
placed it on the south side of his
home. The bag fills with hot air
while in contact with the sun and the
air is then circulated throughout his
home through fans and heating ducts.
Kaercher cut his heating bill by
one-fourth during the collector's
first winter.
"One day when the out
side temperature was zero, the sol ar
unit vas delivering 118-degree air in
to the house," Kaercher said.
Because of the efficiency of his
plastic-bag system, Kaercher now sells
them on the market for $649 a piece.
The second most powerful windmill
in the world was installed near the
Livingston airport in May, 1980. The
mill produces 75,000 kilowatts per
year with a 30-foot blade. Ccnpare
that with the world's largest windmill
which has a 200-foot wingspan that can
deliver 72,000 kilowatts per year and
is located in Boone, N.C. The larger
mill was designed and financed by the

federal Department of Energy. The
Livingston mill was designed by Mon
tana Power Co. The government always
"thinks big" but in this case "big"
is not better.
Many farms in Eastern Montana are
producing gasohol with wheat or bar
ley. One such farm in Miles City
will produce four million gallons of
alcohol per year from two million
bushels of barley and wheat. /
None of the three newspapers
reported of any biomass projects in

Montana, but the Billings Gazette
told of one in Sheridan, Wyoming,
where a man has devised a way to make
12-inch-long biomass cylinders out
of biomass that can be burned in a
conventional furnace. The man used
sunflower shells, wood chips and crop
residues to make the cylinders.
The most efficient way to save
energy is to incorporate renewable
energy into your home. By installing
solar collectors, or just allowing a
great deal of window space on the
south side of your home can save oodles
of money.
Homes designed for renewable energy almost always have a great deal

of window space on the south side and
often have auxiliary solar collectors
as well. FarthsheIters—hemes that
use the earth's natural insulating
factor to save energy—and geodesic
demes are seme of the most efficient
structures ever, designed by man.
One such structure was buil t by
Gary Marbut, near Grant Creek. Marbut's home is heated by the sun, the
heat stays in. He has a wood stove to
add any extra heat if he needs it.
One cannot forget the' value of
conservation by itself. The whole
idea is to save energy, and if you in

sulate, caulk and seal to the point
where you need less heat, you have at
least addressed the problem of energy
conservation.
The surge of renewable energy
development has only just begun. The
relatively simple concepts make sense
if you keep an open mind about the
situation. We don't have to think
big to solve our energy problems. We
don't have to think centralized either
Decentralized, small-scale energy pio
neers will set the. example and lead
the way for the rest of the nation.
Eventually the masses will fall into
line, once its faddish to do so.
Steve Stuebner
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Reagan’s brutal budget
by Benjamin Spock, M.D.

VIEWPOINT SYNDICATE
Ronald Reagan's economic program
is worse than I expected.
Its three battle cries—cut ooverment spending, cut taxes, and get
qoverment off the back of business
—have been monotonously, mindlessly,
repeated for a century by Chamber of
Ccrrnerce sneakers, by upper income
neonle and by conservative politicians,
v/ithout the slightest proof that these
will foster a healthy eoonemy.
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher
took over in Britain nearly two years
ago with a program remarkably similar
to Reagan's. Since then, England's
inflation, depression, unemployment
and government deficits have all be
come disastrously worse.
The conservative i cattle cries

really express only the wish of people
who take in a lot of money to keen a
larger share of it. They speak as
though tax money is thrcwi away,
whereas most of it is used for vital
services that would have to be provider
privately if not by the government.
(Incidentally, many of the industrial
ists who deplore government expendit
ures have demanded and received large
government subsidies and other favors,
for their particular industry.)
Conservatives ignore the fact
that government regulation—of inter
state ccmeroe, utilities, the stock
market, pharmaceuticals, food proces
sing, broadcasting, monopoly, decep
tive advertising —has all been neces
sitated hr/ unscrupulous practices and
brazen disregard for the people's safe
ty.
• But the Reagan program expresses
something meaner than just the greed-

iness of industrialists and the wealthy.
It aims to cut their taxes—30 percent
in three years—by taking the money
out of the hides of the poor, by cut
tine vital services. The victims would
be the children (cut daycare centers,
school lunches and remedial programs) ,
poor college students (cut loans and
scholarships), poor old people (cut
medicare, social security, and home
maker services), poor people of all

of Reagan and his cabinet. He would
eliminate funds for the behavioral
sciences. He would cut funds for the
arts and humanities, though the U.S.
government now contributes a pittance
compared to European nations. He
would cut funds for public broadcast
ings. O'fe should he happy with the in
anities and brutalities of the comer'cial networks!)
I hanoen to applaud the proposed

'The only budget increase — a whopping one — is for more
weapons for the Defense Department which . . . will allow
Reagan to feel very macho indeed.
ages (cut food stamps, mass transit),
poor disabled peonle (cut disabled
social security), poor farmers (cut
distress leans), the unemployed (brief
er unemlovment insurance, end the
CFTA job program).
Peagan protests that the truly
needy vzill not be deprived. Conser
vatives look down on those who are
abjectly noor but admit that they rust
receive charity. They wholeheartedly
resent those who are less dramatically
poor, urban they accuse of willful laz
iness and cheating the svstem.
Reagan and his cold-blooded hench
men have the effrontery to claim that
the nronosed reductions in spending are
spread across the board and will penal
ize all economic classes; hut when
pressed far an example of where indus
try or the rich will be hurt the way
the poor will be hurt, they mention
the possible end of Saturdav deliver1/
of mail. Big deed.!
There are a counle of proposed
cuts that are not aimed specifically
at the poor but which shew the anti
intellectual and anti-cultural bias

cut for synthetic fuels, which would
he excessively polluting and exces
sively expensive. But I deplore the
cut for the devoloment of solar newer
That shortsightedness!
The only budget increase—a whop
ping one—is for more weapons for the
Defence Department which will be in
tensely inflationary, which will force

the Soviet Union to follow suit, which
will bring us not security, only great
er insecurity, but which will allow
Reagan to feel very macho indeed.
I am shocked by the callousness
■of the 'tew York Times elitorial the
nomine after the Reagan sneech, which
said, in effect: Uhy not trv it, since
no one has anything else to offer.
T,fell, I'm one of those who say—
vehemently—let's cut the military
budget, by earnest negotiation with
the Soviet government (instead of in
sulting them, as Reagan has done).
That would be the most direct and ef
fective wav to attack inflation, with
out hurting at all the noor, the child
ren, the students, the old peonle, and
the unemnloved.

The Bob is Saved
"Save the Bob!" This was the cry
that could be heard ringing through
the streets of Missoula on May 8, as
500 people joined in a inarch and rally
in support of the Bob Marshall wilder
ness.
It now appears that, thanks to
the efforts of Montana’s western dis
trict Congressman Pat Williams the
trict Congressman Pat Williams and the
House Carmi ttee on Interior and In
sular Affairs, the wilderness will be
preserved.
Consolidated Georex Geophysics, a
French-cwned, Denver based firm had ap
applied in late 1979, for permission
to detonate 5,400 explosive charges in
and around the Bob Marshall in order
to help locate deposits of oil and gas
gas. Wilderness advocates, both in
tojterg^gjd^aan^^h^countj^^fg^ri

that the "crown jewel of the wilder
ness system" was soon to cease being
wild, a victim of our nation’s energy
habit.
This worry was only partially al
layed on May 15, when Northern Region
Forester Tan Coston, in a surprise
move, denied OGG a permit for the sec
ond time.
In making this decision,
Coston cited both environmental con
cerns and the broad-based den
cems and the broad-based demonstra
tion of public opposition to the seis
mic exploration. Also, a major part
of his argument rested on the fact
that OGG did not have an oil* and gas
lease. Coston felt that no permits
should be given until after corpleticr
of the environmental impact statement

(continued next pepe)
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Throw out the babysitter'
It/ Greg Daschle

I’ve often wondered vhat a moth
er would say if asked whether she
would allot; scmebody to take care of
her children if it were kncwn that
this person reveled in violence, con
sidered women sexual toys and was in
it onlv for the money.
Of course, the ansver is obvious.
The mother’s expression of bemused
incredulity would suffice to indicate
the absurdity of the cuestion.
Sadlv,
however, this is the calibre of care
we have chosen for the future of this
country—our children, who spend, hours
every day sitting passively listening
to this criminal babysitter, the tube.
Television in itself is nossibly
the single most powerful innovation

BOB cont.
that is required before leases can be
granted. Bob Marshall's supporters'
sense of victory was a qualified one
since nearly 350 such leases had been
applied for.
Prior to Coston's ruling, Repre
sentative Williams made a request of
the House committee to invoke a rarely
used clause of the Federal Land Pol
icy and Management Act. This resolu
tion informed Interior Secretary James
Watt, that an emergency situation
exists and that Watt was to immed
iately withdraw the Bob Marshall and
the adjacent; Scapegoat and Great Bear
wildernesses from oil and gas explor
ation.
Great public interest certainly
played an important role. This was
shewn in many ways, including the
I rally, a benefit dance wiiich raised
over $3,000, and the large volume of
mail sent to Williams which ran about
1700 to 1 against energy development.
I In spite of this overwhelming display
[of support for "the Bob," Eastern DisItrict Congressman Ron Marlenee
Istrongly opposed the measure. On May

121, the carmi ttee chose to support
■Williams and passed the resolution
123 to 18.
It went directly to Watt,
Inot having to be considered by either
(the full House or the Senate.
|
As of May 29, a spokesman for
(secretary Watt stated that the Depart[ment’of the Interior intended to can[ply with the committee resolution.

I

However, OGG announced May 27,
(that it would appeal Coston's decisioi
land is considering appealing the

■Williams resolution.
|
In these hard times, the environ

I mental ists have won a couple of batI ties, but it looks like the fight to
■ keep the Bob Marshall a wilderness
will continue.

I

in the history of mankind. Its po
tential can never be fully grasped.
Vet, we still leave its potential in
the hands of "the big three"—MDC,
ADC and CDS—whose sole interest is
in making money. Our children are
left in their hands.
'■Jetworks make money by adverti
sing, so they want to reach the great
est number of people. The formula
is essentially that simple. The re
sults of a simple mind tinkering with
the complex possibilities of televi
sion are disastrous. For using this
formula, the depth of subject matter
quickly bows to titillation as the
basis for programming.
Sexual titillation is used ex
tensively because, desnite tJie sex
ual revolution, our society is still
verv much rooted in the puritan at
titude ta/ards sex. We have yet to
integrate sec into our lives as a
natural function both powerful and
pleasurable.
In short, sex has not
yet been accepted in a healthy, meaninglful fashion.

ren as well as ourselves.
Violence is another sure bet for
titillation. Something about a hor
rible car wreck draws people's atten
tion—good necnle as well as the sick
and deranged.
All the psychological studies
in the world cannot refute the fact
that if something becomes a oart of
everyday life, it ceases to stun,
ceases to revulse. The statistics
of the psychological reports will
probably never conclusively prove
"acceptance" of violence for watch
ing television.
Yet, when a person is killed or
maimed before our children, no per
ceptible chance in facial exoression
is apparent because something very
similar may have happened on the
previous show. This is the babysit
ter
have chosen.
The television is a powerful
tool.
It is neither good nor bad—
simply a tool. A shovel can be used
to kill somebody or to plant a garden.
When care is taken to be selective,

'JJhile this vacuum still exists,
television is especially influential
as it presents a very superficial
image of sexual love. When sex is
the subject of crude, slapstick com
edies, all humanity suffers. The
beauty of life itself is lowered and
life in essence becomes less valuable
when such a basic part is cheapened.
Henry David Thoreau once wrote,
"The finest qualities of our nature
like the bloat, an fruits can be pre
served only by the most delicate hand
ling." Yet daily, television's pre
sentation of sex roles in our lives
constantly erodes what fine qualities
concerninn sex vie still possess. Day
after day, our c’rjsen babysitter in
stills these perceptions in our child

television is good. It can be fine
entertainment, a learning experience
or whatever a person wants it to be.
But the tube is easy. It is
easy to watch hour after hour, neg
lecting family, friends or responsi 
bilities. In fact, it is so easy that
it's probably too difficult for the
average person to regulate. Certainly
it is too difficult for children to
regulate.
The answer then, for the mass of
the American public and all children
is to throw it out.
Every
parent must realize that to bemoan
the current immoral, violent society
while not caring what their babysit
ter is presenting constitutes hynocricy of the most grievous nature.

A Walk to Moscow
by Jack Chalmers

As I sit in my temporary
office space (The "Smokehouse Cafe")
here in Salmon, Idaho, I think fondly
back to our visit to Missoula several
weeks ago. While in Missoula I had
the opportunity to participate within
your ccrmunitv, as if I were a long
time resident Missoulian. I partici
pated in an eleven-hour attenpt to
stop the spraying of 2-4D on the
University of Montana campus, attend
ed a local meeting of "Montanans far
Peace in Fl Salvador" group, spoke
with Naomi Lazard on her weekly KUFM
"Narrows Avenue" radio program, and
had a good time visiting many of your

local establishments including an
Force Base. (Where John Cato awaits
evening presentation, "The IZarmyth
trial for criminal trespass. Vte have
Bakery."
talked in the streets, cafes, churches
Our community, "A Walk to Moscow," and high schools to countless people
has now treked nearly 900 miles down
about our concerns.
the road from our beginning point,
Our concerns include:
the Trident nuclear submarine base in
—US—USSR moratorium on nuclear
Bangor, Plash (20 miles west of Seattle^ weapons production.
We have crossed the Cascades, the
.
—Recognition of the right to
Bitterroots and are looking ahead to
self-determination among all peoples
ward the Tetens. We have leaf let ted
and cultures.
the Trident base; the Cruise Missile
—Encouraginc personal initia
plant in Kent, Wash.; the Hanford
tives toward peace.
Nuclear Reservation; the Department of
—Respect for the sacredness of
Ehergy, Richland, Wash, and the Fed
the Earth.
eral Prison in Walla Walla, Wash.
-rCreating our am non-violent
cerrnunity.
-«-•*«Two walkers participated in the Easter
T-te are a group of 10 to 20 walk
Peace Celebration at .‘txlmstrcm Air
ers caning from a wise variety of
circumstances and backgrounds. Our
oersonal styles and resulting messages
vary, as they reflect those varying
backgrounds. Wa do share the desire
vocation. By believing they might
for world peace, and the internal
have a chance to see what ve all de
struggle of becoming a nonviolent,
sire to see. Unbelief is self-ful
nomadic occmunity.
filling.
I personally come from a fourAnd through believing there hap
vear involvement with the anti
pens a wonderful thing.
I've seen
Trident campaign--- having worked in
the grace that moves with this sanc
the Ground Zero Cerrnunity resisting
tifying walk. Wide-armed welcomes
the militarism of our neighbor, the
from wide-hearted sisters and brothers
Trident nuclear submarine base.
I
in the Bitterroot, who are grateful
was an organizer/narticipant in a
to serve the walkers. Strangers ap
Pacific Coast walk for peace from
proach, somehow knowing you are a
Santa Cruz, Calif, to Banoor, Wash,
walker, and offer support or prayers
called "A Walk for Survival." Last
even though you disagree with each
spring's walk was the parent of this
other. Within the community of walk
walk. r-fe became inspired during a
ers, despite the painful conflicts
j*-lk with the Soviet consulates in
of varied beliefs and personalities,
San Francisco to wall: to Moscow.
there are moments of profound one
Other walkers include David
ness--- experiences of the love touch
Wayte who dropped out of Yale Uni
ing us that no nuclear weapon can
versity and became a public draft
destroy.
resister. Tom Fischer is also a
Ostensibly, the walkers' des
draft resister from his native
tination is ‘fosccw, USSR, .’-tore
country of West Germany. Peter
significantly perhaps, is their Pil
Menard comes from the Sheep Ranch
grimage through the formless ocean
Catholic Worker Cerrnunity in Cali
of fear and despair. This journey is
fornia where he was involved in de
lifelong. We are challenged by the
veloping energy-efficient altern
"Walk to Moscow" to begin this vital
ative housing. Lorainne Smith was
journey if we have not yet started.
a participant who sold part interest
We are called, to continue in cour
in a bar in Pueblo, Colo, to cane to
ageous hope if we have in deed begun.
the wall:.
Our "destination" is found in our
Our walk population varies as
universal dreams of love and justice.
people join us, and others leave tem
If our dreams are to have the slimmest
porarily to work or become involved
chance we must believe that they
in other projects. We do expect a
could be made reality. This requires
good number of new participants as
a faith that love and truth are indeve head east across South Dakota
structable.
and Iowa toward our U.S. destination
Without the "risky" plunge to
of Washington, D.C. Ife will "winter"
begin nuclear disarmament; without the
there and prepare for the European
"crazy" atterrrts to promote trust and
leg of the walk which will begin in
cooperation; without the "naive" con
Ireland next March. i*te plan to take
cern for our neighbors' wellour message across Northern Europe
beinn, we will all suffer the same
to Moscow, U.S.S.R. with a tenative
predictable, "logical” nuclear sui
arrival set for Hiroshima Day--cide. In these times, without the
Aug. 6, 1982.
"foolish" hope beyond hopelessness,
there is no hope.

A Walk of Faith
by Mark Anderlik
For a week I walked with the
"Walk to Moscow"; frm Lolo to Darby
I walked with them. Pudding friend
ships, the simplicity of springtime
hiking and the beauty of their ex
pression for peace made it hard for
me to return to Missoula.
I may
rejoin them in June. I was asked to
write this article about my experi
ences on the walk.
Many of us. I'm sure, think of
these walkers cis naive, crazy, fool
ish or worse, vfe may say to our
selves that we support their cause
(after all, who really desires nuc
lear weapons?) but that it is use
less, hopeless to think we can do
anything about it.
Is it not the
nature of our world today that if
we ware not "stronq" we would have to
capitulate in slavery to the godless
dictatorships (the "Cerrmunists") or
to the violent, criminal nihilists
(the "terrorists")?
The dark, swirling waters of
chaos and death are outside our
front door—the moat around cur
prison. Paralyzing terror and com
fortable indifference are our chains.
To those of us who have not chanced
the dive into the waters, imprison
ment (tastefully coated with the sug
ar illusion of ""reedcm") seems to
be the only reality. Others have
not enslaved us—we have done it
to ourselves while we blame others.
Those on the "Walk to Moscow" bear
witness of life on the other side of
the waters.
Those who have not broken free
to take the plunge into the myster
ious waters say, "Seeing is believ
ing." Those who have the courage
say "Believing is seeing.” The walk
ers are not as worried about the walk
as one might expect. They have a
living belief in the power of their

U.S.corporations profit in Philippines,
oppress native peoples
by George C. Burgos

hand.
It was against this backdrop that
Another incentive for foreign cor
FRIENDS OF THE FILIPINO PEOPLE Ferdinand Marcos declared martial law;
on Sept. 21, 1972. Thus began a dic
porations to move to the Philippines
•has been the lack of concern for the
tatorship described by Amnesty Inter
The influx of hundreds of American
national
and
other
world
bodies
as
one
environment by the Philippine govern
corporations setting up operations in
of
the
most
repressive
—
all
democratic
ment.
When citizens of Chiba, Japan
the Phillinpines dates back to the turn
initiated
a campaign to stop pollu
processes and civil liberties vrer sup
of the century. In 1898, the Philip
tion-caused diseases among their
pine Reoublic, established after a suc pressed; thousands of workers, organ
peoole
and to "recover the blue sky"
izers,
students,
religious,etc.
were
cessful two-year struggle for liberation
over
their
city, the plant was moved
imprisoned;
torture
became
widespread
fran Spanish colonialisn by Filipino
and systematic; newspapers were closed to the Southern Philippines.
revolutionaries, was annexed by the
William Cummings, an ecologist
down; the writ of habeas corpus was
United States.
specializing in Philippine development,
The intentions of American oolicysuspended; and Supreme Court decisions
describes in frightening detail, the
makers at that tine were unequivocally
and legislation curbinn foreign econ
irreversible destruction of the rich
expressed by Senator Henry Cabot Lodge: omic domination were set aside.
"Tfith our protective tariff wall around
The U.S. business ccmrnunity was one and diverse Philippine bio-reqion,
resulting from corporate expansion
the Philippine islands, ...we should
of the first to send its greeting in
and
mechanization —over 70 percent of
have so much additional market for our
a telegram to Marcos: "The American
its
areas have been laid bare due to
heme manufacturers...."
Chamber of Commerce wishes you every
government-induced logging and timber
The annexation resulted in a fierce success in you endeavors to restore
extraction.
war from 1898 to 1902 between 126,000
With the recent slump in domestic
American trooos and the Filipino resis
orders for nuclear reactors, -the nuc
tance, culminating in as many as 600,000
Filipino lives lost (one-sixth the pop
lear industry has been increasing its
ulation) in the island of Luzon alone.
sale of the surplus technology to the
Third TforId. Tfestinghouse is building
Durinn the colonial period, the Phil
ippines served various corporate coals:
a nuclear reactor in Bataan, Philip
pines.
as a market for surplus goods, a field
for investment capital and a rich source
The International Atonic Energy
of cheap, raw materials and cheat) labor.
Agency, Union of Concerned Scientists
A pattern of trade emerged which imoedand researchers from various other or
ed the growth of Philippine industry.
ganizations have warned of the dangers
Continuation of this colonial pat
of this nuclear plant: the reactor is
tern was ensured even after the grant
being built at the foot of Natib vol
ing of promised independence in 1946
cano and is surrounded by three other
with the passage of the Bell Trade Act
active volcanos; it. is within the
providing free trade between the two
earthquake zone known as the "Pacific
countries. Free trade, however, meant
Ping of Fire," a tidal wave region and
peace and order, business confidence,
unlimited entry of American aoods into
economic growth, and the well-being of near geological faults; it is report
the Philippines with PJiilinoine suqar,
ed to have over 200 safety problems in
the Filipino people and nation."
oordacTo, tobacco and coconut oil exportOn Sept. 22, Marcos issued General reactor design; and radioactive gases
ed to the United States subject to quo
can reach millions of people in Metro
Order No. 5 which declared that "all
tas. Moreover, the Bell Trade Act stip
ulated that other Philippine exports to
the United States would be subject to
absolute quotas after Jan. 1, 1948.
The Act also provided for parity
rights, obliging the Philippines to
grant U.S. corporations the same rights
as Filipinos in the exploitation of
Philippine natural resources—equal
privileges in acquiring land, grazing . rallies, demonstrations and other
'lanila in the event of a disaster.
fishing and mineral rights, and engag
forms of grouo action.. .including
Ironically enough, the rfostinging in ownership and operation of pub
strikes and picketing in vital indus
house nuclear reactor is intended to
lic utilities.
tries. .. (were) strictly prohibited
provide power for the multinational
A surge of nationalism in the late
and any person violating this order
corporations in the Bataan Export
1960s and early 1970s brought about
(would) forthwith be arrested...."
Processing Zone and the two nearby
massive strikes by workers against U.S.
Even though martial law was lift
U.S. military bases. Meanwhile, Fil
corporations and frecruent demonstrations ed on Jan. 17, 1981, these orders re
ipinos living around the area have no
for control of industry, land and the
main in effect.
electricity nor running water, and
removal of 23 military bases. The PliilThe lifting of martial law is seen the poorly paid Filipino workers will
ippine Congress began passing laws limit by many as a cosmetic maneuver to quell
have to subsidize the multinationals
ing foreign ownership and a Supreme
sane of the murmurings in the domestic
and Westinghouse with their taxes and
Court ruling threatened confiscation of and international ocmunity, and es
labor and nay an ever-increasing nation
American-owned property. Foreign bus
pecially in the united States.
It
al debt of over $11 billion.
iness interests and wealthy Filipino
remains to be seen whether or not a
families clamored for "law; and order."
period of actual liberation is at

rIronically enough, the Westinghouse nuclear reactor is intended to
provide power for the multinational corporations in the Bataan
Export Processing Zone and the two nearvby U.S. military bases.
Meanwhile, Filipinos living around the area have no electricity
nor running ’ water . . . ”

Interest in bicycling
demands planning
by Sue Lindgren

The recent movement towards phys
ical fitness, energy awareness and envirormental concern has transformed
many motorists into bicyclists. The
bicycle has evolved out of its "toy
stage" into a major mode of transpor
tation. This phenomenon can be seen

quite clearly on the University of
Montana campus and in Missoula. With
this increase in bicycle use there
must be an increase in planning to
facilitate that use.
Attention needs to be given to
bicycle parking facilities, rider ad
vocacy, bicycle theft and law en-

Cruisinn alone on TOSRV West.is Jon Peterson, graduate in Chcmistrv

Hang gliding popular,
relatively safe sport
by Lisa Tate

Flight has been examined and
adnired since the beginning of rec
orded history. Icarus tried to fly
with wax and feathers. Otto Lilenthal tried to fly with wood and
oaner. It wasn’t until 1950 that
a man named Francis Rogallo launch
ed the free fliqht movement.
Rogallo invented a crude air
ship. out of bamboo and plastic that
was later modified into a large
kite-like contraction known as the
first hang glider.
Hang gliding has come a long
wav since then. Aside from the
technical advances, hang gliding
has become a much safer sport. Ac
cording to a recent statistical
bulletin, published, by Metrooolitan
Life Insurance Co., hang gliding is
safer than parachuting, scuba div
ing, mountaineering, heme-built
aircrafts and liahter-than-air fly
ing.

Contrary to ponular belief, hang
gliding is not limited to the extreme
ly athletic nerson. Pilots range
from a ten-vear-old boy to a 90-yearold errandmother. One California pi
lot is naralized from the waist down,
but with a modified glider he is still
able to make regular flights.
With determination, hang gliding
is not difficult to learn. There are
several schools around the country
that are certified by the USHGA and
give lessons far about 50 dollars.
Although such a nroqram is not offer
ed in Missoula, there are other learn
ing opportunities available.
The easiest and most oenmon way
to learn to fly in Missoula is to
purchase a glider from someone wil
ling to teach. There are several
pilots with good beginner gliders
for sale. Depending on the buyer's
weight and size, gliders are easy to
find.

forcenent. The Missoula ccninunity
has recognized the need for an im
proved bike system. Members of the
Missoula Bicycling Advisory Ccnmittee,
.along with Bicycle Coordinator John
Williams, are formulating that system.
With students constituting a
large portion of the bicycling pop
ulation, their representation and in
put is vital to the program. Four
ccnmittee members, Mark Cadwallader,
Lorraine Dozier, Sue Lindgren and
John Peterson are UM representatives.
Student input is not limited to
those individuals however.
Current bicycle ccnmittee pro
jects include:
—Advocating better bike parking

facilities near Missoula businesses.
—Reducing bike theft.
—Erecting warning signs on the
Orange Street Bridge.
—Keeping road shoulders free of
debris.
—Repairing hazardous potholes,
cracks and joints.
—Promoting safe riding habits.
The ccnmittee acts as a liaison
between, the oemmunity and the
icyamkers. To make effective recom
mendations, the ccnmittee needs
public input.
Bicycling is not only a city con
cern however. The university has its
cwn group of bicycling enthusiasts —
the UM Bike Club. A fledgling organ
ization, the club provides an oppor
tunity for interaction among bicyc
lists on canpus.
The UM Bike Club can work toward
getting more and better bike parking
facilities, safer security and better
riding surfaces.
Bike club members have a wide
range of bicycling interests—from
racing to cxirmuting-—which keeps the
club exciting.
Anyone with an interest in bi
cycling is welcome to join the club.
Watch for notices of events!
There are several programs avail
able through the university which
offer bicycling for people at every
skill level. Recreational bike trips
are available through Leisure Ser
vices: bike tours can be found on the
Common Adventure board in the Outdoor
Resource Center; and bike path plan
ning is being done by the Bicycling
Advisory Ccnmittee.
All these options and more are
available to UM students.
Bicycling conserves energy, pro
motes physical fitness and is FUN!
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Environmental Issues

Toxic wastes
by Steve Stuebner

After President Ronald Peacan
slashed 72 percent of the Council on
Environmental Quality's budget, fomer
CEO employees issued a statement on
their way out—listing seven of tlie
most crucial environmental problems
in this nation. Controlling toxic
wastes and protecting ground vzater
contamination were the too two on the
list.
Remorseful, to he s’ire, after
having its staff reduced from 70 fulland nart-time workers to 16 full-tine
workers, the council warned that "en
vironmental issues are in danger of
beinn shunted aside."
Reagan cut the Environmental Pro
tection Anencv's budeet, too, by a
whonninc 74 percent. Departing DPA
offi ci als said less money would mean
less public hearings on water clean
up programs, less citizen participa 
tion in the toxic substances and ha
zardous waste siting programs.
In light of toxic waste night
mares such as Love Canal, Peacran's
actions seem quite frightening, even
dangerous.. The major reason that the
Love Canal incident occurred seemed
to be more a result of ignorance than
laziness. And DPA's chief function
is one of education, and in some case!',
reoulation.
Thirty years ago, developers
bought some property From Hooker Chem
ical CO. in Love Canal, H.y. Hooker
failed to tell the developers about
its toxic waste dvmp buried on site.
Soon, a subdivision was built, and
ever since, '■Krnoowners have been
breathinc toxic emissions resulting
from the active chemicals "curding"
underground . 7\11 the hemes liecarte
completely contaminated , and last year
the federal government. reccmended
that the subdivision be evacuated.
Despite the lone historv of in
dustrial activity in rtontana, toxic
wastes have been dealt with in a fair
ly proper fashion, according to Jim
Dunn, environmental engineer in the
EPA Helena office.
Dunn said EPA began vjnrkinc to
wards getting a handle on the toxic
waste situation in Montana just last
year. Initially, EPA did an inven
tory of the abandoned toxic waste sites
to make sure they presented no hazards.
One of these sites, an abandoned
oil refinery, was found to have poten
tial for causinc health problems.
But ^unn refused to oxolain exactb'
what kind of problems those were or
where the abandoned oil refinery is.
The second phase of DPA's job

was to find out which companies in the
state produced hazardous wastes and
to document whether a corrnanv dispos
ed of the wastes on site or if the
waste was sent out of state.
Dunn said the majority of I tontana
industries shin it out of state to a
commercial waste site in Oregon.
EPA's function in dealing vzith
toxic wastes is to license those who
deposit their wastes on site and reg
ulate the way in which toxic wastes
are treated before they are buried.

apparently will not effect toxic
waste managment in Montana, Dunn said.
In fact, he said, Montana can expect
increased funding and none of the EPA
Helena staff will be cut.
As it is now, both the state and
EPA handle toxic waste management

However, EPA has no regulation
autterity over the petroleum, coal and
mining industries—the largest toxic
waste contributors in the state.

Dunn said a potential hazard from
oil exploration in Eastern Montana is
the Hydrogen Sulphide extracted from
natural gas. This toxic chemical is
absorbed with an "iron sponge." Once
the snonge soaks up the chemical, it
oxidizes so rapidly that it "can spon
taneously icnitp," he said.
Oil companies, however, have been
very cooperative in complying vzith EPA
suggestions, Dunn said, although they
don't have to.
"Thev're very conscientious," he
said.

The treatment EPA reccrmends is
to administer microbes to the "sludge.’
Microbes turn the sludge into soil
like particles and after the waste is
buried, the process continues for sev
eral months. By that time, the wastes
have teen dissolved., and their toxidity is basically eliminated.
In Missoula County, all the ind
ustry that must dispose of hazardous
wastes shin it out of state except
Borden Incorporated, located in .South
west Missoula. Borden deposits glue
residues on site, and according to
Dunn,.it is done properly.
Dunn said Charpion international
ships their toxic wastes gut of state
for treatment. In addition, Champion
sends its solvent to a reclaimer, vho
recycles the solvent out of the waste
•and sends it back to Charm ion for re
use.
In general, Dunn said the toxic
waste situation in Montana is "nretty
good." The EPA official came from
Denver, where the situation is not
nearly as good. Denver did not have
waste management before public agen
cies such as EPA were created. The
'tortheast is in bad. shane as well,
Dunn said.
The financial straights of EPA

EPA handle toxic waste management in
Montana. EPA has the larger role, but
the state will be phased into playing
the major role by next fall, Dunn
said. The state program is funded by
an EPA grant—EPA furnishes 75 percent
of the funds and the state’ comes up
with the rest.
Dunn said a problsa could occur
if EPA's grant funds were cut off.
But, he said, this is highly unlikely
because Reagan's intention is to hand
over management to states and leave
the federal goverrment's function as
an advisory role.
So as of now, the toxic waste sit
uation in Montana seems to be in good
hands. One problem, however, could
arise.
Dunn suggested that Eastern Mon
tana could appear as a desirable site
for a commercial hazardous waste dump
site. Yet, Dunn said, the problem of
getting something like that started
is that it's net with strong public
opposition.
"And, I can certainly understand
that," he said.

Severence taxes,
appropriate technology
critical to Montana’s future
by Cinc’y Elliot
Paul Stephens

The central purpose of the ALL
MONTANA CATALOG# recently published
by the
Montana Small
Business
Association (MSBA) is to celebrate
the unique way of life which
Montanans enjoy, and to promote
those kinds of economic activity
which are
consistant with
the
long-term well-being of our people
and the environment — not only in

It’s
Montana, but throughout the world.
Thus, the CATALOG and its contri
butors reject the short-term view of
those
who
intend
to
exploit
Montana's resources for immediate
financial gain and the benefit of a
small elite, at the expense of the
environment and the well-being of
all life — which depends on clean
air and water, peaceful relations
among nations, and the assurance
that future generations will also
enjoy these basic natural rights and
benefits.
Among its many other uses and
purposes, it is hoped that the

CATALOG will serve a political
function as an aid to legislators
and public—interest groups concerned
with local, state, national, or
international issues.
Thus, the
CATALOG is also being promoted in
New York City, Washington, D.C.,
California, and wherever else it may
be
distributed by organizations
which share our "appropriate tech
nology," small business, individual
and
community
initiative
point-of-view .

•t too late
In many respects, the economic
history of Montana has been that of
an "economic colony" owned and
controlled by corporations based in
New York,
Chicago,
Minneapolis,
Denver,
San
Francisco,
and
occasionally
foreign
countries.
Lacking industries of its own and
economic
self-determination,
our
once-great mineral wealth has been
gradually stripped away while our
agricultural produce is sold at
prices which have brought about the
ruination of the family-farm, and
concentrated farm land into fewer
and fewer hands —again, much of it
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being controlled by corporations and
investors
located
elsewhere.
Instead of locally-owned businesses
and family * farms, our economy has
become one of "take whatever you can
get as quickly as you can get it."
Depersonalization,
alienation,
exploitation, unemployment, and a
considerable erosion of the in
dividual freedom and self-deter
mination which we so intensely value
and
desire
have
become
the
prevailing conditions of our lives.
But Montanans are a tough,
independent,
and
self-reliant
people.
Many of us are gravely
disturbed by the direction being
taken by the "more advanced" areas
of the country, where corporations
are growing ever-larger, more polit
ically
influential,
and
ir
responsible in the lack of concern
for the public good.
The general outrage we have
felt on account of the recent
Anaconda (now Atlantic Richfield)
and Evans Wood Products Company
plant
closures
has
encouraged
Montanans to maintain their support
for significant mineral "severence
taxes," to insure that as other
minerals such as coal and oil are
depleted, Montanans will be able to
draw on capital resources in the
form of trust-funds established by
these taxes in our efforts to
restore the landscape, the employ
ment opportunities, and our standard
of living.
Representatives
of
other
states and public utility companies
have
initiated
legislative
and
judicial actions to limit Montana's
30% Coal Severence Tax. Contrary to
their arguments, the Tax is not
directed against the interests of
other people, but in the interests
of everyone.
Montanans are coming
to
the
conclusion
that
all
non-renewable
mineral
resources
should be subject to such taxation.
In fact, there are good theoretical
reasons for much higher severence
taxes on fossile fuels than the
current 30% tax.
What is really needed is 100%
replacement of the capital value of
the coal and petroleum consumed each
year. The basis for this conclusion
is simple and obvious if one only
considers the economic facts of the
next few hundred years. Non-renew
able resources used up in this gen
eration can never be used, again.
(Continued on page 19)
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Marijuana
With high prices arid strict penalties
by Steve Stuebner

"Iley man, 'got any o.z.'s for sale?"
"Sure."
"Itow nuch?"
"Well, I got seme gold far $50 and
sane Chiang for $200."
"Wow man, that's more than I can
handle... J'
Like everything else in these in
flationary times, the cost of an ounce
of marijuana has increased markedly
in the last five years or so. Sure,
one can still get an ounce of Colum
bian for the old price of $40, but the
quality would certainly by question
able. An ounce of "kick ass" weed
will now run you $50 for good "gold"
and from 9185 to $235 for "Chiang,"
Hawaiian or Sinsonillian.
"Gold" refers to Columbian mari
juana; "chiang" comes from 'Thailand;
Hawaiian speaks *or itself; and Sinsemillian (Spanish tor seedless) is
grown in Southern California.
Of course the price you nay for
done denends on where you live, who
you buy it from and hew generous they
are.
Sene "die-hards" still refuse to
charge more than $35 for an ounce of
Columbian, but they are a dying race.

Preparation of pots for planting.

To beat high nrices, many regular
smokers choose to buy done in quanti
ty, usually by the pound. This ena
bles them to sell however many ounces
it takes to nay off the round and
have several ounces left to smoke for
free.
Penalties for selling done in Mon
tana are not lenient, however. Accor
ding to state law, one can exnect at
least a cne-vear sentence if busted
for selling marijuana. The actual
penalty is "not less than one year
or more than life," leaving the law

wide ooen to interpretation.
’tost peddlers that get busted end
un living in tlie state prison in Deer
Lodge for over five years, just for
the first offense, acooding to Kevin
Punt, former ’tontana coordinator for
the National Organization for the Re
form of Marijuana Laws.

inn sane "good stuff." If you are
serious about raising sane "kick ass"
weed in Montana at a low risk, move
vour cron inside.
With the use of growing lights
’ and nroper maintenance of optimum
conditions, irdoor dope gardens can
yield high quality stuff.
After consulting "High Times En-

As a solution to the high risk of
selling done and the hassle of main
taining connection^ for buying in
mall quantities, you minht consider
trying to grew your cwn weed.
In the
mid-1970s, a huge wave of dO-it-yourselfers in Southern California began
to grow SinscmiIlian, and found they
could match the cuality of any done
in the world!
Once this was discovered, Humbolt
and 'Mendocino County tamers turned
their small-scale operations into full
tine occupations and vastly increased
the tax base of the two counties. By
1979, done crons were valued at $750
million, according to an article in
the .Tanuarv 1980 issue of Esquire
magazine. By 1930, California not.
cultivation had increased 500 percent
since 1975.
It is still illegal to grow done
for your cwn use or for profit in Cal
ifornia. In fact, seven to 10 percent
cyclopedia of recreational Drugs"
(five to eight tens) of the marijuana
(Stonehill Publishing Co., 1978) and
crop is ‘seized every year. No one,
"How
to Grow Marijuana Indoors Under
of course knows the entire scooe of
Lights" (Sun Magic Publishing, 1975),
marijuana cultivation in California.
I got the run-down on some of the most
And it is questionable whether
effective
ways to grow done indoors.
California law officials really care.
In 1979, the California attorney gen
To begin, choose the seeds fran
eral said "there's a tremendous pro
the best done you can find. Use sfeeds
fit to be made from this potent Calthe sane bag of dope if you can
ifornia-grown marijuana."
because different kinds of pot grow
The qua) ity of marijuana is dir
at different rates. The seeds should
ectly proportional to how much light,
be large and nlurtn.
Store then in a
moisture and care, the plants receive
sealed container in a cool, dark place
as well as the length of the growing
until you are ready to start your crop.
season. Montana does not have a long
Germinate the seeds bv placing
growing season, but if you plant in
them in a wet naper towel overnight.
areas receiving maximum light and aThe next day, put then in starter pots
deguate moisture, you can expect some
(any snail planter or cup will do) in
pretty good quality weed.
groups of five. Sink the sees onequarter to one-half inch deep in the
River banks with good light ex
soil mixture and keep moist until they
posure have yielded sane decent pot
as have irrigated fields. Detectisprout.
The soil mixture should be sandy,
bility has to be one of the primary
concerns when choosing a site for your high in nitrogen and potash, and low
dooe garden. The lower Flathead River in clay. Ccmercial soil is usually
and oertai n parts of the Clark Pork are too acidic. Before placina the soil
pretty safe bets. Interspersing plants in the pot, lace it with manure.
Punch holes in the bottom of the
within crops is another effective meth
pot for drainage purposes. Place a
od of disguising marijuana crops.
screen at the bottom of the pot. A
By growing your crop outdoors in
layer of Vermiculite goes rinht on
Montana, you still run the risk of it
too of the screen and then add the
getting ripped off, and furthermore,
soil mixture. Leave a three-quarter
the shorter growing season and lack
(continued next page)
of moisture prohibits one fron grow-
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why not grow your own?
inch space at the too of the pot for
watering Durnoses.
The best lighting sources are
Gro-Lux florescent lights, the reason
being that all colors of the spectrum
are refracted by than. Encase the
light in a reflector mount, because
reflectors not only reflect light back
to the plant but moisture as well.
Once the seeds sorout, stoo wat
ering until the soil dries out two
inches down in the not. Test soil
moisture with your pinky. Then water
again, saturating the soil but not so
much that water drips out the bottom
holes. Use distilled water.
After two to four weeks, the
nlants should he overcro.dina each
other and need transnlantina. Move
each olant to a single pot and contin
ue the same watering routine. Water
in the morning hours if nossible.
The grow lights should be placed
immediately above the nlants through
out their growth (see diagram) . Keep
the bulb from actually touching the
plants, hut keen it close. Light for
24 hours.
It has been determined that grow
ing Sinsemilla will yield the best
quality grass in America. Put in order

their no lien.
If you catch them in
time, the female plants will continue
to resinate and grow flower tons with
out seeds.

Male nlants can be distinguished
by their flowertoos. .Male flower tops
have multinle leaves, while females
have only two. Male plants are skin
nier than females and grow extremely
fast two weeks nrior to flowering.
You can manipulate the plants’
reproductive cycles by cutting dcvn
the light slowly frcm 24 hours to 12
hours. Three months is usually the
time when marijuana plants are readv
to flower, esneciallv if grown indoors.
Once you have harvested the males,
continue to let the females flower.
Clin off the flower tons and it will
grow seme more until it is totally

Tvo-yami-OLP plant
to raise Sinsenilla you must harvest
the male plants before they send out
a

mature.
After harvesting the nlants, dry
them out thoroughly. Many methods “ •
have been used to dry-out plants, and
all are effective. You can dry-out
buds quickly in the oven. You can
dry the entire plant by either hang
ing them up in your house, upside down
or by lying them on your roof to dry
in the sun.
ENJOY!

Decriminalization drive slowed
by Steve Stuebner
The move towards decriminalizing
marijuana seems to have slowed in re
cent years. Ann Arbor, Mich., was the
first city to decriminalize dope in
1972. By 1977, 10 states had decrim
inalized the possession of marijuana,
meaning that they had transfered the
penalty frcm a misdimeanor to a simple
traffic ticket. Now here we are in
1981, apd only one state has decrim
inalized possession since 1978.
NDRML—the National Organization
for the Reform of Marijuana Laws—
born in 1972, was very instrumen
tal in the decriminalization movement.
Led by Keith Stroup, the group had set
up a network of volunteers and state
wide coordinators to lead this country
towards the legal jzatim of marijuana.
Even President Jinny Carter _
joined the decriminalization move
ment. He told Congress in 1977 that
he supported legislation "to eliminate
al 1 Federal penalties for the posses
sion of up to one ounce of marijuana
to encourage states to adopt whatever
laws they wish."
Unfortunately, Congress never
passed such a bill and lega 1.1 zation is
still far off.
The current conservative mood of

the country has sunk dope to the bot
tom of the issue priority list, ac
cording to a NORML spokesman in Wash
ington D.C.
The medical benefits of smoking
dope have been documented for some
time. The British Parliament in 1893,
"declared that the occasional use of
hemp drugs was medically beneficial.”
A 1978 study proved that marijuana
aided patients afflicted with glau
coma and undergoing chemotherapy. As
of new, 30 states have legalized mari
juana for medical use.
The process by which marijuana
was declared illegal in the first
place is highly questionable.
Media campaigns containing bla
tant falsehoods led the way towards
this nation's first laws against the
Scile and possession of dope in Los
Angeles in 1927.
Sensational anti-marijuana movies
soon entered the scene as well, such
cis "Reefer Madness," which portrayed a
bunch of college youths getting high
and then turning into violent animals,

destroying property and getting banned
out.
Soon the Federal Narcotics Bureau
was created in 1930. This agency
spearheaded the canpaign to end marijauna use in the music business—
specifically
jazz musicians. Ac
cording to an article in High Times

magazine, many jazz musicians used
dope frequently and wrote songs about
their experiences.
All this havoc about dope stimu
lated curiosity in the mind of Mayor
Fiorello LaGuardia of New York City.
In 1937, LaGuardia ordered a study done
on the adverse effects of marijuana.
The study was conducted by the New/
York Academy of Medicine, and it con
cluded that "they hadn’t been able to
find one harmful effect or proof that
reefer was in any way habit-forming."
In response to this, an impri
soned dope smoker said, "I began to
fell plenty sore, doing a 20-month
stretch...for being in possession of
sane stuff the city's own doctors
couldn’t prove was any more harmful
than sane oomsilk cigarettes."
In 1967, Anslinger finally got
his wish—marijuana was declared il
legal in the United States. The
triumphant senator crowed, "We got it
locked up so tight now they'll never
change the law."
Yet less than 10 years later,
nine states had decriminalized the
possession of marijuana, including:
Alaska, California, Colorado, Maine,
Mississippi, North Carolina, New York,
Ohio and Oregon. Minnesota fell into
the group the following year as did
Nebraska.
,___ ..
,
(continued on page 19)

Peace rally yields network
by Mike Kadas
In Montana's largest Deace rally
since the Vietnam War, 800 people
"The world is presently caught in an
gathered in Helena at the capital to
imbalance of male and female erwargy
protest the United States' continued
the destructive path exemplified by" * *
suicidal tendencies toward global
the nuclear industry has resulted frcm
destruction.
,
a heavy overload of male-defined power
"he .Mother's Day Vigil for Surviv
in our society. . . while we do not
al was brought together by wcmon of
want to insinuate that the masculine
Montana and was clearly one of the best
is necessarily all bad, we do believe
peace organizing efforts in the state
that the dominating force within all
^for the last decade.
of us which we label animus or male has
All ages and a wide variety of
taken over and created a destructive
ities to make a large soup and refriggroups were represented at the Vigil.
imbalance on our planet. Ife feel
Representatives from the medical nro- > erate food stuffs.
If your first name ;stronalv that the value of anima or
fessiori, Viet Mam Veterans, vxnens
begins with A-H please bring salad
'female enerpv has been largelv lost to
items, I-R souo ingredients or main
grouns, religious organizations and
each individual, man and woman, and
others spoke on the issue of renewed
dishes and S-Z desserts. A big rug is1 certainly to the Earth as a whole."
militarism in the United States, "he
available to sleep on Sat. night; brine
Helena and Missoula Women's Choirs
your sleeping bag.
If you need a place
J
Aint Nowhere We Can Pun: A Handcombined for a set of moving songs,
to stay on Fri. night call Pat Callbecl
rook far Women on the~?uclear 'fen
the finale, which brought a sensitive
Harner at 442-6927.
tali tv
Susan Koen and Mina
standing ovation from the crowd.
Organizers of the Vigil xsiere un
(Twain
Following the Vigil 30 people
able to attend the post Vigil meeting,F
representing different groups in Mon
hut did meet the following day to as
tana gathered to discuss the possibil
sess the Vinil and brainstorm on the
ities of forming a state wide Peace
future. They v.ere also eager for a
Network. Those present agreed that a
state wide network and agreed to par
state-wide network was needed, but
ticipate in drawing up the agenda for
that it would take a longer and more
the June 27 meeting. At this time the rPT! DRAFT
As "only a part of mobilization
structured meeting to deal with all the full agenda has not been ccnnleted,
planing".
Col. Robert Ciirmins of the
issues and policies of such a network.
hut we expect the meeting to run no
Selective
Service section in 'fentana
June 27 was set as the meeting
later than 5 P.M., with several breaks
has
announced
that letters to service
date, which will take place in Helena
throughout the dav. The agenda com
,
clubs,
veteran's
organizations, Indian
at St. Paul's United rfethodist Church
mittee will attempt to send out a oooy
Tribal Councils and other organizations
at the corner of Logan and Lawrence.
of the proposed agenda by June 20th.
will
be sent out seeking reccmendations
The meeting will begin at 9:30 A.M.,
If vou would like to be on that mailing
for
draft
boards.
with coffee, tea and rolls at 9:00 A.M. list or need more information about
.
Firm
those reoemnendations Gov. Ted
Please bring a sack lunch and fixings
the June 27 meeting please contact
Schwinden
will
recommend a group of
for a potluck dinner. There are facil Deb Ten as at 728—1464 or Mi kA Tfadag at
appointies to he approved by President
243-5897 or 721-2671.
i Reagan. The selection of Board members
is errpected to be oorolete by Oct. 1.
Please remtmber that the government
has no intention what so ever of neacti y—
ating the draft—this is only just in
case ...
MX MISSILE
A 16 member ccmittee
fey
Charles Town, a California physicist
and Nobel laureate is studying 36 basing
modes for the MX missile and will recemend to President Reagan a combina
tion of modes to lie used.
Among them include retm^-i t-i nrr
Minuteman missile silos with MX missies,
"his could increase the ntmber of war
heads based in Montara frcm 300 to over
1000.
The reccrmendations of the Town
remittee are expected near the end of
June with Reagan's decision coming a
month later.
T’le town Ccmittee is presently
taking written testimony. Your letters
slxxild be addressed to the Town remittee/
henartment of Defense, The Pentagon,
Washington, D.C. 20000

UPDATES
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The Billings Ccmunity of Peace
Advocates wrote the following letter
describing their ccmunity.
If any
other grouns wish to do the same
Diease send a description to the SAC
ACTIVIST.
Within our year and a half of
vaeekly meetings, we have explored peace
making from many different angles, in
part due to the wonderfully diverse re
source pool we have within the group:
from philosophical and scientific as
pects of war-making to spirt trial re
sources for peacemaking, non-violent
civilian defense and disarmament; from
global military spending and irrespons
ibility toward persons to soft energy
paths, simple living and draft counsel
ing, etc.
Since most of us in the group see
our peacemaking as an outgrowth of our
various Christian ccrrmitments, we have
tried to focus on the churches as well
as the schools as places for peace ed
ucation. We have run two draft counsel
lor training workshops for clerrrv and
laity and are part Of an ad hoc group
presently setting up a draft counseling
center in Billings.
’•fe have planned neace liturgies,
vigils, retreats, and slide shews for
churches, the ecumenical and secular
communities. We have snoken in senior
government classes in 2 of the high
schools concerning alternatives to
military service and the draft as well
as holding ccmunity Draft registration
Information Nights.
An part of our ccmitment to works,
ing for the conversion of military
spending to the funding of human needs,
we are actively involved with OXFAM and
the Omergency Food Pox program in Bil
lings.
Throughout, as we have struggled
and celebrated, tonether as a surnort
group and community, we gather strength
from each others hope and vision and
through our belief that "Peace is a
possibility that can he lived and il
luminated in our world."

Ccrmunitv of Peace Advocates
2419 Ash or 1015 N. 31st St.
Billings, Montana 59101

CONFERENCE
The Headwaters Alliance is planning
a ’Montana and Pacific Northwest Con
ference focussing on organizing, net
working and coordinating, for early
this September. A conference planning
meeting will be held in Helena on Tune
28, the day after the Network Meeting.
The meeting will begin at 11:00 A.M. at
St. Paul's Church in the Fellowship Hp.11
If you are interested in attending this
planning conference write: Heatwaters
Alliance; P.O. Bok 7942; Missoula, Mt
59807 or call 543-5706 between noon and
4 t».M. Mon.-Fri.

ar
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Peace Is Our Profession
by Greg Leichner

"You are all now tools
of the goverrment.”

HARRIS J. BLACK, Capt, USAF
(opening remark, orientationdav welcoming address to
undergraduate pilot training
class 70-02, Vance AFB, OK,
16 September 1970)

Cravens ccma Louis Gordon
2nd Lieutenant, USAF
Specialty ntmlier and title:
0511 Disaster Preparedness
Hancock Field, NY
4 January 1971

AFR 35-32, that your name be placed
on the officer control roster. This
reoemnendatien is based unon your
Self-Initiated Elimination from the
Pilot Training Program.

2. You are placed under special ob
servation for a period of 90 days,
effective the date you acknowledge
receipt of this letter.

3. You are ineligible for PCS re
assignment and leave during this
observation period. You are expected
to use this opportunity to improve
your performance of duty to the
standard required of an Air Force
officer.

2. You are hereby reprimanded. It is
inconceivable to me that an officer
in the United States Air Force would
knowingly leave his appointed place
of duty without advising his
superiors of his wherealouts. This,
coupled with the attitude you have
displayed toward your duties and
responsibilities while assigned to
this installation, reflects adversely
on '/our status as an officer in the
United States Air Force. I can assure
you I will not tolerate derelictions
of this nature on your part in the
future. I exhort you in the most
forceful terms available to me to
take stock of your conduct and
attitude and make the appropriate
adjustments thereto so that your
future performance and conduct will
meet the standards expected of an
officer within my Command. Any future
derelictions of this or a similar
nature will not enjoy the same
leniency eszhibited by this action.

SUBJECT: Administrative Discharge

TO: Ccrmander, 4626 Support Squadron
1. On 2 November 1970, I terminated
my flight training at Vance AFB via
self-initiated elimination (SIE).
Since that time I have twice attempt
ed to gain separation from the Air
Force, once by a formed request for
administrative discharge, and later
by tendering my resignation. The
Comand invalidated both attempts
due to regulation technicalities.

4. You will acknowledge receipt of
this letter by indorsement the day
you receive it, and forward it to
4626 Support Squadron (CC).

CHARLES D. COBB, Lt Col, USAF
Squadron Section Ccrmander

2. I do not doubt the importance, to
you, of the mission here at Ilanoock;
neither do I doubt the importance,
to vou, of the mission of the Armed
Forces as a whole; neither do I
doubt that I have no desire to be a
part of it.

3. I hereby request Discharge by
administrative means under the pro
visions of AFR 36-3, section A,
paragraph 4, sub-paragraph f: "Apathy,
defective attitude, or other char
acter disorders wherein the officer
is unable or unwilling to exoend
effort."
4. I am firm in my desire to gain
separation. I hope it is not neces
sary for me to take steps which
could lead to action under the
Uniform Code of Military Justice.
4 February 1971

SUBJECT: Administrative Reprimand
TO: 2nd Lt Louis G. Cravens

2 February 1971
SUBJECT: Officer Control Roster

TO: 2nd Lt Louis G. Cravens

1. I am recomending, under the pro
visions of rule 6, table 1,

1. Preliminary investigation has
disclosed that you did, on or about
2 February 1971, without authority,
go from your appointed place of
duty, to wit: Base Operations,
Building 614, in violation of the
Uniform Code of Military Justice, ..
Article 86.

3. You will acknowledge receipt of
this oarrtunication by indorsement
hereon. Further, you are advised
that this will be placed in your
Personnel records and remain therein
until such time as you are trans
ferred from this organization, or
your next Effectiveness Report is
written, whichever is earlier.

CHARLES D. COBB, Lt Colonel, USAF
Ccrmander
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REGARDING STATEMENTS TO STBSTAMTIATF
LT CRAVENS' AFR 36-3 CASE:
prepared by
DOUGLAS C. PEARLMAN, Cant, USAF
Judge Advocate

1. During the period of 18 Jan 71 to
2 Feb 71, Lt Cravens, without author
ization, left his duty post to go
heme every duty day fran two to
three hours before the recognized
auittina tine.

3. TZas informed on 4 Feb 71 that the
ccrmander of this base was, as of
4 Feb 71, reccrmendina that he be
discharged fron the USAF tinder the
provisions of AFR 36-3, "defective
attitude". At this time, at the
reouest of the Base Ccrmander, Lt
Cravens agreed verbally to refrain
from actions such as that of 2 Feb
71 while the decision on the
ccrmander's reccrmendation by the
Office of the Secretary of the Air
Force was pending.

A. During the above period, Lt
Cravens snent frcn one to tvo
hours per day completing minor
administrative tasks as assigned
by the Flight Onerations Officer,
iTut onlv after the lieutenant was
reneatedlv reminded of his duties
and obligations, and only under
constant supervision.

5. I&s at all times conducted himself in a respectable manner when dealing
with those x^ho have been designated
his reporting officials, though he
has recently bordered on impertinence
in his remarks to Major Sanderson
concerning the lieutenant's assuming
the duties of Flight Scheduler, which
he has refused to do.

6. Is sincere in his desire for
discharge, and he has stated verbal
ly and in writing that he will
continue his efforts for separation,
even if ensuing actions lead to
court martial, until such time that
separation is effected.

7. Has on numerous occasions been in
contact with the American Friends
Service Ccmittee in Syracuse in
order to volunteer his services as a
G.I. Counselor to draft dodgers and
conscientious objectors. r»n 27-28
Feb 71 he attended a seminar on G.I.
Rights vs Military Law conducted by
Jerry Windsor of the G.I. Counseling
Service in Mew York City, and has
since this date allegedly partici

B. During this period Lt Cravens
snent most of the duty day with
private interests such as reading
books and newspapers, vzriting
letters, studying various text
books, and taikina at lenoth with
the enlisted personnel. He fre
quently too): frcn 1*5 to 2 )K>urs
for lunch and also spent 1 to 2
hours daily running private
errands.

pated in some counseling himself.
8. Therefore, it is my reccrmendation that...
a. due to the sincerity of his
request...
b. due to the fact that his
effectiveness as an AF officer
has been reduced to nil through
his Cffin desire and actions...
c. due to the possible influence
his presence may have on the
personnel with when he canes
in contact daily...
d. due to his seemingly unrelent
ing attitude to.gain separa
tion at any cost...
e. due to the fact that in such a
time of austerity, the military
does not need to foot the cost
of personnel \^ho produce little
or no service, and whose mere
presence is a detriment to the
military...

31 March 1971
SUBJECT: Grounds for Separation

TO: HSS-CR, Hancock Field, NY
2. Was asked by the Flight Operations
Officer on 3 Feb 71 to answer for his
actions on 2 Feb 71 to which be
answered in effect: that all his
actions which are contrary to the
policy and regulations of the USAF
have been executed with the expressed
desire and purnose of creating
grounds for discharge.

4. On a number of occasions Lt
Cravens has discussed his case with
enlisted and officer personnel,
thereby possibly influencing the
attitudes of these people toward
their work, and possibly the duality
of their work also.

1. It has been nearly two months
since I was informed by the Base
Ccrmander that action was being
taken against me under AFR 36-3. I
understood that this case would he
processed in a most expeditious
manner, hut as of this date my im
pression is that I am being waited
out.
‘ »
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2. I am sure that you are convinced
of the sincerity of my desire to
gain separation. However, it seems
that if I do not continually take
action that warrants discipline,
it will be assumed by you that I
am willing to comply with servitude,
which I am not.

3. 'Therefore, beginning 1 April
1971, I will report to Hancock
Field at 0730 and remain for two
hours in order to he advised of any
meetings or counseling which re
quire my presence. I will consider
any tine after 0930 my own, unless
I am scheduled for appointments.
All paychecks received after
31 March 1971 vzill be deposited in
full in a savings account in the
event the government desires its
money back.

I have been advised that it
would be to ray advantage to submit a
statement that would serve to convince
those who review ray case that my
plea for discharge is sincere:

I have made a grave mistake by
contracting myself out as if I were
seme sort of tool. I do not regret
that it took the experience of being
a part of the military to realize
that I can never tolerate servitude,
whether it be to a person, an
organization, a qod, or whatever. I
have ccmororiised that which I value
most—freedom. With my effort to
gain separation, I have reinstated
that freedom. Tty life is ray own.

(In this case, according to
regulations, the Air Force must
postpone Court martial proceedings
until such time as the officer*s
resignation has been given due
consideration .)
26 July 1971

TO: 2nd Lt Louis G. Cravens
ED Pom 794 AF

DISCHARGE
Under Other Than Honorable Conditions
from the Armed Forces of the
United States of America
(signed)
MARGARET T. BURLINTTOT, lLt, USAF
Hancock Field, Mew York

5 April 1971
SUBJECT: Duty Hours and
Responsibilities

TO: 2Lt Louis G. Cravens
1. As to your letter dated 31 ‘larch
1971, I wish to advise you that
your duty hours will be from 0730
to 1630, Monday through Friday of
each week. You will continue to
perform your duties in the Base
Operations area that are assigned
to you by the Officer in Charge,
and perform whatever other functions
that are imposed unon you by the
Ccmand.
2. I would also like to advise vou
that your continued course of
conduct, and the attitude you have
recently displayed therein, is not
condoned by me or the Base Commander.
I expect that you will perform all
duties assigned to you in the
manner in which you are capable. In
your case, it is quite obvious that
you are an intelligent individual
who has all of the abilities to
perform the tasks assigned to you.
If you continue this course of con
duct, you are seriously jeopardizing
your future and subjecting yourself
to possible discinlinarv actions.
3. Therefore, as I have stated to
you before, you will perform all
duties assigned to you and you will
be present to receive these assign
ments during the hours delineated
above, and at any other time that
the Oormand directs your presence
at your place of duty.

7 May 1971

SUP»TBCT: Court Martial

TO: 2nd Lt Tpuis G. Cravens
It is my duty to inform vou that you
are charged with the crime of refusal
to obey orders and are therefore
liable for court martial under the
Uniform Code of Military Justice,
Article 86.

CHARLES D. COBB, Lt Col, USAF
Carmander

7 May 1971

SUBJECT: Resignation

TO: Ocrvnander
JAMES G. BAKER, Lt Colonel, USAF
Squadron Section Ccrmander

plMrtitln tXtir Tn«tfrw*r

I hereby resign my comission.

The large billboard to the left of
the main entrance to Malnstrom AFB
reads: "Peace Is Our Profession*,
"he war materiel advertisements
above are excerpts from the March
and April issues of Amy magazine.
"Amy (ISSN 0004-2453bpublished
monthly by the Association of the

Array, is a professional journal
devoted to the advancement of the
military arts and sciences and
represents the interests of the U.S.
Amy." toy, 2425 1 Tilson Blvd,
Arlington, VA, 22201.
a

New Games: everyone’s a winner
by Lorraine Dozier
"Just what are New Games, any

way?"
While preparing for the New Games
Day scheduled for May 30, I must have
heard that question at least five
times a day.
I usually replied that
New Games are a bunch of non-caipetitive games, but that is not a to
tally accurate statement.
In all qames there is seme sort
of challenge or competition. For
example, in one New Game called "Knots
"Knots," players compete against a
single problem: hew to untangle a
bunch of people tied in a knot.
Many other games cure played with teams
that, allowing for human nature, breed

competition.
Most teams are free-flowing; that
is, members change sides so that every
everyone can be on the winning team at
one time or another.
Players are al
ways free to join a team or leave it
if another game looks like more fun.
And members of a "winning" team cure al
always free to help the "losing" team.
The "New Games Book," published
in 1976 by Headlands Press, tells
about an event that frequently hap
pens during Earthball Tournaments.
It
says "people charged the ball from both
sides, pushing and cheering. Slowly
it began to move, first toward one
end, then back to the other. The game
got hotter, There was plenty of com
petition, but something more inters
esting was happening. Whenever the
ball approached a goal, players from
the winning side would defect to
lend a hand to the losers."
This nobody-loses-everybody-wins
attitude is fchat make New Games so
successful.
A New Games gathering is not jud
ged a success by the number of people
who show up or by how "well" every
one thought they played, but by how
nice people were to each other and
how much fun they had.
If a person
can answer "yes" to the following
three questions at the end of a day
of playing, then the Games were a suc
cess:
"Did you play hard?"
"Did you play fair?"
"Did you play without anybody
being hurt?"
In New Games, the people and not
the games are what are inportant. And
this is what makes New Games such a
unique sport. People are not molded
to the games, but the games are molded
to the people.
If someone can’t play
a game, that person is not excluded,
the game is just changed to fit the
player. And if everybody likes the
game better that way, then it can al
ways be played that way by that group
fo people. Another group, however,
may
along and change the game to

fit its needs.
New Games is not a specific col
lection of games with rigid rules.
It
is a philosophy centered around being
nice to each other and having fun.
Any game can be a New Game, limited
only by the imaginations and wishes of

In quitting or joining for no reason.
No one is an expert lap sitter. No
one is a professional ball pusher. So
nobody has a reputation to risk. No
body has anything to lose.
If you en
joy yourself, you win.*
I have been playing New Games in

the players.
Playing games should create a
feeling of freedom in the people par
ticipating.
Pat Farrington, New Games
enthusiast, put it this way "Games
are not so much a way to compare our
abilities, as a way to celebrate

Missoula for over and year and hope to
see our core of New Games enthusiasts
grow. If you are interested in play
ing, leave a message for me at Leisure

Services.

A oroun of children play "Orbit" at Caras Park on Farth Day.

them."
New Games are a way of bringing
people of different ages, abilities
and lifestyles together. They are al
so a way of promoting intimacy and
touching in a non-threatening atmos
phere. For example, while playing a
game like "Hug Tag," a person soon
realizes that the only way he/she is
safe frcm "it" is by hugging somebody.
Often, that hugging carries over into
the next activity and maybe the ride
heme or the party afterwards. Some
times it carries over to the next time
there people see each other.
That is what Nev/ Games is all
about.
I believe the spirit of New Games
is best captured in this quotation
from "The New Games Book," which says
"It's easy to play. The reward is in
doing it.
In rolling this absurdly
big ball, pointlessly. In keeping it
in the air.
In lifting each other.
In sitting in each other's laps.
In
pushing and pulling and running.
In
being tied together in a celebration
of the fact that we are tied together.

Iff

Small-scale geothermal projects
growing in Montana
by Amy Stahl
Hot springs lying beneath the
earth's surface, or geothermal energy,
have Ixsen tanned by Montana hcmecx-Tnors
and businesses for water and space
heat.
It nroduccs no air nollution, no
radiation hazards and its waste water
"can be recycled either directly into
the ground or into cooling ponds
where it is eventually recycled into
streams.
Two successful geothermal sources
for space lieating have been completed
—in a Vlhite Sulphcr Springs-bank and
in a nursing hone in Alhambra 'Tot
Springs.

The First National Bank of White
Sulphur Springs has been using geo
thermal enernv as a heat source for
one year.

A well next co the bank

provides geothermally heated water
for the water-to-air heating system.
Warm water is piped up to heat exchang
ers inside the bank's heating ducts.
Once the exchanger heats un, it emits
warm air.
Thus far, ’tike Grove, hank presi
dent, said he has had no naintenence
problems and was pleased with the

system.
At Alhambra Hot Springs, south
of Helena, the Hillbrook Nursing
Heme, a health-care facility which

ena.

SAC Notes:
A PESTICIDE CONTROVERSY

Tuesday, June 2, 7:00 p.m.,
POEM: SC 131

"Seme Personal Accounts of Herbicide Effects"

—Movie: Ecocide—A Strategy of War
—Panel niscussion^ Sneakers’: Bert Pfeiffer, Barbara floods, a Vietnam

veteran.

Wednesday, June 3, 12:00 p.m. "UM Spraying Policy"
—Held outside between the UC and the Library.
—UM pest control ccrmittee will address this issue.
7:30 n.n., SS 356, Movie: Biological Control of Herbicides

Thursday, June 4, City Council Chambers, 7:30 p.m.
Panel Discussion on
alternatives to pesticides. Sneakers: Bill Otten, Pat Meinhardt,
Dick Sheridan.
nFACE DAY

At Cara Pari:, behind the 'lilma buildina, frem one to four n.n. on Saturday,
June 6, the leaders of our ccmnunitv will address such issues as the unccminc draft, the war in El Salvador, the arms race, the costs of war to
amlovment, taxpayers, the environment and society as a whole.

GATHERING
In the state of Washington, beginning an July 1, a gathering will take
place. Vie who are sisters and brothers,
children of God, and Friends of Mature,
bound together by our Love for each
other and our desire to live in Peace,
htmbly invite everyone everywl>ero to
join with us in Gathering together—
for the purpose of expressing our sincere desire, through nrayer, that there
shall be Peace on Earth and harmony
among all People.
Now is the time for all people
to affirm their alleaiance to the aoveming force of Love within us for the
salvation of Hunanity.
"

houses 67 residents, is also heated
by a geothermal source.
Hot water is pulled through
plastic nines in the floor of the
building by the force of qravity.
The building is then warmed by the
heat which is transnittnc1. bv the
nines trom the water to the air. Af
ter the water has travelled through
the pines it flows into a cooling
nond, which supports a healthy pop
ulation of snail fish,
This heating system, which is
being used extensively in Reykjavik,
Iceland, a city of 85,000, is also
being considered for use in a green
house in Avon Warm Springs which is
located about 30 miles vest of Hel

EdltOTS

. -gflTOwr

/j

Steve Stuebner
Grefl Lefchner

^n/cooy-eaitini:

Stahl

The greenhouse is owned by the
Earth Institute, a nonprofit corp
oration formed to provide fresh pro
duce vear-round to local markets
Like the nursing heme, the
nreenhouse will be heated by hot
water which is pined into the
buildinn and then gravity-fed through
nines in the floor.
*^he greenhouse will also be de
sinned for passive solar.
Construction on the Avon Harm
.Springs project,which is funded by a
grant from the Renewable Energy Bur
eau, a state agency, began this
spring.
, A geothermal greenhouse has also
been constructed in Boulder and is
heated by water from the Boulder Hot
Springs.
The hot springs are primarily
used to heat an old hotel and several
adjacent Ivrth houses. The greenhouse
is heated with waste water from the
hotel heating system which is pined
through a number of old iron radia
tors and then recycled into tve old
sewage ponds which support a large
population of fish.
—Flathead Valley, where a local
firm, Energy Engineering of Kalispell
received a $100,000 grant from the
i<ene^vable Energy Bureau, to drill for
hot water to supply energy for an
ethanol plant which the ccmnany plans
to build.' The well, ccmoleted in
January, produced 112 F water flowing
at 300 gallons per minute.
—Poolar, where the feasibility
of geothermal energy used for snace
heating and ethanol production has
been studied tor the last two '/ears.
—Guinn's Hot Springs, where dril
ling has tripled the water flew from
the springs. The water is being used
for recreational bathing in., a newly
refurbished bath house and for
heating greenhouses on adjacent prop
erty.

MSBA------------Using up our mineral wealth is
analogous to "living off of capital"
in an individual's personal economic
affairs. If one consumes more than
he produces in a given year, then he
has depleted his economic base and
is doomed to a lower return on
savings or "capital" in succeeding
years.
The same is true of the
human
species
relative to* the
environment.
Whatever part of the
environment we "use up" or deplete
for present consumption is destroyed
forever,
thus bringing about a
course of events in which the future
economic condition of the human
species
must
be
significantly
worsened from what it is, today.
If we have occasion to use an
irreplaceable resource, we should be
sure that we have at least replaced
it with an equal sum of capital
investment in alternative supplies
of energy or materials so that in
some way we provide a substitute for
the
depleted
resources.
For
example, a depletion of our coal and
oil stocks should be replaced by a
quantitatively equal investment in
solar energy, wind-power, geothermal
or biomass conversion, etc. Such a
policy is nothing but wise and
prudent, and must soon be recognized
as a fundamental economic principle
guiding everyone's consumption of
non-renewable resources.
The
MSBA
believes
that
investment of our Mineral Severence
Tax revenue in our small business

Decriminalization
Maska, has the most progressive
marijuana laws by far.
In 1975, the
Alaska Supreme Court ruled that it was
legal for adults to possess dope in
small quantities in the hone.
It also
ruled that it is legal for Alaskan
citizens to grow their own marijuana.
In conclusion, the court said marijuana
use "does not constitute a public
health problem of any significant di
mension."
Montana's marijuana laws are still
archaic. Simple possession of not
over 60 grams (roughly two ounces)
will draw a $1,000 fine and/or one
year in jail.
If you are caught with
over one kilo (1.2 pounds) you would
be subject to not less than two years
and not more than 20. Sale of mari
juana brings a penalty of not less
than one year or more than life.
Just last year, Montana's NORML
coordinator, Kevin Hunt, attempted to
get Missoula decriminalized, but he
failed to secure enough signatures to
get the issue on the November ballot.
Now Hunt is in Peru, and not only is
JHFML without a Montana coordinator,
but also the decriminalization move
ment in Montana is without leadership.

sector will contribute to economic
stability,
vitality,
and
an
innovative, forward-looking economic
community. As the American economy
moves firmly in the direction of
decentralization
and
citizen
participation, test models of local
small-scale
production
and
distribution systems will be needed
for analysis and review by those who
would learn from and expand upon our
experience.
Due
to
Montana's
extreme
geographic isolation from national
and regional markets, this trend
toward economic decentralization is
already affecting our state more
than most other areas of the
country.
For this reason, members
of the MSBA perceive that Montana is
in a unique position to serve as a
proving ground for future - oriented
models
of
American
economic
activity. This vision of Montana's
potential value as a place to
develop
"an
economics
of
the
future" — central to the MSBA's ALL
MONTANA CATALOG project — provides
additional justification for Mon
tana's Coal Severence Tax.
Montana has two additional ad
vantages which could put us in the
forefront of the decentralization
movement.
We are a relatively
unde r-developed area in terms of
industrial self-sufficiency and the
processing
of
our own
natural
resources, and we have an advantage
over many other areas in having a
relatively small, self-reliant, and
well-educated
population,
with
stable
communities
free
of
domination by criminal elements and
elitist political hierarchies.
Thus, we have the political
will to move forward at a rapid
pace, trying out a number of inno
vative and original ideas simul
taneously without being subjected to
the oppressive and deeply-entrenched
special
interest pleading which
dominates political life in the
larger urban and industrial centers
of the country.
Unlike other forms of economic
planning, job-creation, and reces
sion-avoidance, the direct invest
ment of severence taxes can be
applied with immediate effect to the
problems of unemployment and mis-al
locat ions of resources in evidence,
now.
Jobs can be created in such
areas as construction of solar homes
and buildings; retro-fitting for en
ergy
conservation;
agricultural
improvements to conserve fuel and
develop biomass fuel sources (such
as alcohol, methane, and waste-wood
recovery
systems);
public
transportation
systems; research;
education; and investments in plants
and equipment in order to save
energy and develop technologies ap
propriate
to
our
needs;
the
reclamation of ravaged areas of the
environment; and the development and
installation of pollution-control

»
-devices. Jobs such as these are the
basis
* for
an
economy
of a
unprecedented
usefulness
and
viability.
And
these
investments
are
consistant
with
the theory
of
perpetuity.
While
replacing
non-renewable energy sources with
renewable
ones
and conservation
measures,
they will assure that
future generations have an equally
rich and productive economic base to
work with.
Too often, special
interest groups talk of "creating
jobs" without caring about what kind
of jobs they are creating, and what
effects these jobs will have on our
future well-being and way of life.
Thus, most of the jobs in industry
and resource exploitation, today, >
bring us closer to the day when we
will be inhabiting a -world without
energy and jobs, saturated with
radiation and chemical wastes so
that food will be scarce and
impossible to grow and where cancer
and
mutation
rates
will
have
escalated — perhaps beyond the
point of species survival.
This is not a choice between
"development" and "conservation," or
"the environment." and "jobs."
Rather, it is a choice between a
future and no future, a self-per
petuating way of life or collective
suicide.

Expierience the Wild
•by John Mercer
Wilderness

Institute

Do you like wildlands, did you
oorne to Montana to get away from the
problems of pollution, and too many
people? 11cm would you like to gain
work experience, or college credit,
and an understanding of Montana’s
wildlands? The wilderness has a lot
to teach us, and the best way to
learn is through experience.
Here in Montana we are fortu
nate to be surrounded by a variety
of natural settings relatively un
disturbed by man. Within 250 miles
of the University of Montana campus
there are 10 wilderness areas, 25
roadless areas, two national parks
and 20 free-flowing rivers.
Beyond the obvious recreational
benefits, these mountains and rivers
offer valuable insights into the
workings of the natural world and our
selves.
Recognizing the unique educa
tional opportunities present in these
wild environments, and the ever more
pressing need for wise and cautious
use of our resources, the Wilderness
Institute sponsors a yearly series of
<special activities. In these activi
ties, students investigate various
aspects of natural ecosystems and how
those systems shape our culture and
our perceptions as we use, abuse and
attempt to manage them. Participants
gain both practical experience and ex
posure to the most recent work and
thought on wilderness and its meaning,
by scientists, philosophers, histor
ians and artists.
During the summer, the Institute
sponsors field research of wildlands
in Montana. The summer field studies
begin with a two-week, intensive
training session where participants
learn field skills and inventory
techniques, including plant identification, Forest Service and Bureau
•cof Land Management wildland inventory
methods, wildlife identification and
photography.
After the training session, par
ticipants will spend approximately 40
days in the field collecting resource
information that will help clarify
sane of the resource conflicts and in
fluence decisions on the future of
our wildlands.
They will investigate the rela
tionships between wildlife, wilderness
quality and gas and oil exploration
in the Bob Marshall and Rocky ^foun
tain Front. They will monitor the
effects of ASARCO's exploratory dyi 1ling for copper and silver within the

Cabinet Mountains Wilderness Area, and lization through journals, essays and
inventory high country recreational
poetry. A philosophy course in envi
and educational use of the Rattlesnake ronmental ethics seeks to discover,
Wilderness area.
clarify and critique contemporary
American
ways of thought that have led
Participants will have an oppor
to
environmentally
disruptive activ
tunity to observe firsthand the inter
relations of our contemporary American ities. A course in Wilderness Manage
ment examines the history of legisla
society and wilderness.
From these
pragmatic observations, many will form tion and regulations that govern des
ignated wilderness areas, and the
a land-use ethic, that combined with
practical restraints of managing the
the research skills and professional
pristine
ecosystem in accordance with
experience gained as a volunteer dur
those
laws.
ing the summer's activities, often
A 14-day trek begins the quarter
forms the first step in a career in
long
process
of intense study and re
natural resource management.
flection.
This
journey into a Montana
There is no charge for partici
wilderness
area,
gives the participant
pation in the summer field studies
an experiential basis for close exam
and the only qualification necessary
is a desire to learn about wilderness, ination of the relationships between
wilderness and human values.
In the
collecting valuable resource informa
following nine weeks, numerous guest
tion and experiencing Montana's uni
lectures,
special rendezvous ses
que wildlands.
sions, group projects, and discussion
During the fall, the Institute
sponsors a special 18-credit inter
disciplinary course offering, "Wild
erness and Civilization." Through
five integrated courses, students in
vestigate the meaning of wilderness
and its relationship with civiliza
tion.
An ecology course, "Introduction
to Ecology and Environmental Manage
ment," develops a philosophy of re

of journals round out the academic
experience and facilitates the ex
change of ideas between students and
faculty.
The program concludes with a twoday retreat where students and faculty
discuss the practical responsibilities
that we as humans have towards the
earth.
Those interested in further in
formation or. in participating in these

source use fran an ecological and soc activities, should contact the Wilder
ial perspective. A. course in econo
ness Institute. Apply early, programs
mics explores the eoononic arguments
are limited to a maximum of 36 per
for wildland preservation and the use
sons.
of eoononic analysis as a tool in deThe Wilderness Institute is a
fining wilderness values. In an Eng
non—advocate wilderness information',
lish and humanities course titled
research and education gen ter located
"Visions of Wilderness," students will in the forestry building, Roan 207,
focus on historical perceptions of na at the University of Montana at
ture and the articulation of personal
Missoula. The phene number is 243attitudes towards wilderness and civi 5361.

